
NB: Following the different data collection methods, the evaluator needs to rate each step in terms of the level of influence, which the PPD had on the step being measured.

This level of influence can be indexed on a scale from 0 to 3. This would mean that for each given reform and given step the following scores are possible.

0 The PPD has no impact on this step.

1 This step benefited from input from the PPD

2 The role of the PPD was crucial in the accelerating this step.

3 The PPD was solely responsible for this step.

PPD Evaluation Wheel Score (over 3)

1. Diagnostic 2. Solution Design 3. Advocacy and Handover to Public Sector4. Legislative / Executive Process 5. Implementation, M&E,  Follow-up

REFORM 1: 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

REFORM 2: 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

REFORM 3: 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

REFORM 4: 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 - - - - -

1. Diagnostic 2. Solution Design
3. Advocacy and Handover to Public 

Sector
4. Legislative / Executive Process 5. Implementation, M&E,  Follow-up

PS - Capacity

* PS is able to identify the issue and its 

root causes

* PS is able to articulate issue and arouse 

interest

* PS has capacity to research and 

analyze

* PS is able to access necessary 

expertise

* PS is capable of preparing, present and 

advocate to Public Sector
* PS capacity to provide input to 

legislative/executive process

* PS capacity to monitor, measure and analyze the 

reform

PS -  Confidence * Confidence to share - trust in fellow PS

* PS is confident to present and 

support the issue

* PS does not feel threatened by 

other PS and Government

* Issue not to politically contentious

* PS is confident to engage in 

discussions with government officials at 

ministerial and cabinet levels

* PS is confident to engage in discussions 

with government officials at parliamentary 

level

* PS can access the reform without prejudice

PS -  Access

* Channel exists to raise issue among PS

* Mechanism exists for PS to achieve 

consensus

* Access to concerted solution 

design with Government 

* PS has access to Governement to 

comment, amend and initial draft laws
* PS has opportunity and access to 

Government to modify draft laws

* Government capacity and will to enforce the reform 

(e.g. no entrenched interests overturn)

Gov- Capacity

* Gov has access to relevant data and 

knowledge

* Resources are available

* Gov has access to relevant 

expertise

* Resources are available

* Gov capacity to engage on substance 

with the PS on the issues they forward

* Capacity and power to put the issue on the 

agenda and convince other agencies, 

parliament and political parties

* Capacity to coordinate with other agencies

* Budgets are made available

Gov- Willingenss
* Issue strongly affects the Government

* PS lobbying has taken place

* Necessary internal Gov conferral 

has taken place

* Gov willingness to be accountable to 

PS on the issues they forward

* Gov willing to risk political capital 

* Lack of internal vested interests

* Alignment between ministries, parliament 

and parties

* Relevant Ministry (staff) has incentives to implement

Gov - Opportunity * Inputs from the PS are available

* Government has the opportunity to 

mobilize the administration to 

address the technical specificities of 

issues forwarded by PS

* Gov has mobilized the appropriate 

institutional structure to respond to PS on 

the issues they forwarded

* Sufficient coordination among Government 

entities

* Proposal is consistent with legal 

constitutional demands

* Government  opportunity to disseminate new 

implementation procedures to PS

* Government opportunity to monitor and evaluate the 

implementation
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        Part 2 : PPD Impact on the Reform Process



NB: Following the different data collection methods, the evaluator needs to rate each step in terms of the level of influence, 

which the PPD had on the step being measured.

This level of influence can be indexed on a scale from 0 to 3. This would mean that for each given reform and given step the following scores are possible.

0 The PPD has no impact on this step and pre-condition

1 The PPD contributed to this step and pre-condition

2 The PPD had a significant impact on this step and pre-condition

3 The PPD had a crticial impact on this step and pre-condition

REFORM 1: 

1. Diagnostic 2. Solution Design
3. Advocacy and Handover to Public 

Sector
4. Legislative / Executive Process 5. Implementation, M&E,  Follow-up

PS Capacity 0 0 0 0 0

PS Confidence 0 0 0 0 0

PS Opportunity 0 0 0 0 0

Gov- Capacity 0 0 0 0 0

Gov- Willingenss 0 0 0 0 0

Gov - Opportunity 0 0 0 0 0

SUMMARY 0 0 0 0 0

REFORM 2: 

1. Diagnostic 2. Solution Design
3. Advocacy and Handover to Public 

Sector
4. Legislative / Executive Process 5. Implementation, M&E,  Follow-up

PS Capacity 0 0 0 0 0

PS Confidence 0 0 0 0 0

PS Opportunity 0 0 0 0 0

Gov- Capacity 0 0 0 0 0

Gov- Willingenss 0 0 0 0 0

Gov - Opportunity 0 0 0 0 0

SUMMARY 0 0 0 0 0


